
Clue 8

Walk up the track
To the Cabin at the back 

Find a circle of seats where
you might sit for a snack

 

Clue 4

Clue 10

'God's
Wonderful
Surprise'

When I play I like to fly
higher 

Find an egg beside a zip
wire. 

A place to put clothing you
no longer wear 

Recycling things to show
that you care

Clue 3

Follow the clues to find 10 egg posters hidden around the
village which tell the Easter story. When you find each one
mark it on the tick sheet.

Scan this QR code to read the relevant section of the story as
you find each egg. At home scan the QR codes on the eggs to
watch some video recordings of the different parts of the story. 

An animal near the village
entrance

A welcoming place that
sells Sunday lunch

Clue 1

'The Sun
Stops Shining'

'The Servant King'
Nearby the church

With a splash and a splosh 
Look out for a place that

could have been used for a
wash.

Clue 2

Clue 5 Clue 6

Clue 7

Clue 9

Bring the completed tick
sheet to St Mary's Church or
the Pop up Easter Garden on
Limes Road, between 3-5pm  
on Monday 5 April to receive

a small prize. 

'A Dark Night
in the Garden'

'Going Home'

Look out for a place to play
and climb a mound

Find the egg before you
slide to the ground

Look out for something
that's covered in holes

But able to stop a ball as it
rolls.

Although the Scout Hut has
no-one inside 

It's a great place for an egg
to hide. 

On a corner of land a new
garden springs

To remind us of Easter and
the hope that it brings

Climb up the steps getting
close to the sky

Look down below as the
cars zoom on by



Find the egg with a bowl
of water on it. 

Foot Washing


